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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
‘Pegasus Can’t Fly at 1/5 Odds 

 
The real story of the Preakness was not that Fusaichi Pegasus lost the race – as veteran horseplayers we 
see favorites bite the dust everyday - rather it was the incredible amount of money that was bet on the 
Kentucky Derby winner based on media hype and expectation.  I was watching the money totals from 
Pimlico during the Preakness; as the win pool reached 3 million dollars, Fusaichi was paying .50 (1/2 
odds) on the dollar.  When the pool hit 4 million, his odds dropped to 2/5.  At that time Red Bullet was 
the 5/1 second choice and I began to think overlay due to the strong push he received on many HTR 
screens, especially the velocity areas (screen-1; paceline-5 selected Red Bullet on top).  With a minute or two 
before post, the price dropped again on the favorite, knocking him down to 1/5.  Red Bullet went to 6/1 
and became an excellent value play.  For the odds to drop so low despite a four or five million-dollar pot 
is incredible.  I suspect the late money came in from satellite locations, which makes the wagering even 
more inexplicable as you would expect off-track players to be more sophisticated. 
 
Why were the bettors so eager to wager large sums on Fusaichi Pegasus at such a paltry price?   Because 
the perception from the media was that the horse was going to win the Trip le Crown and the Preakness 
was just a stop-over along the way – a mere formality.  Let’s review some of the reasons why things can 
happen even when a powerhouse like Fusaichi Pegasus appears to dominate his rivals – 
 
1. These are three-year-olds.  They are prone to big improvement and decline without warning.  Secre-

tariat, Seattle Slew and Affirmed all lost races immediately following their Triple Crown triumphs.  
Luckily for them, they ran out of gas right after the Belmont and not before.  Consider perhaps that 
Fusaichi Pegasus had no real foundation from 2yr old racing.  The previous mentioned Triple Crown 
winners all had brilliant two-year-old seasons and that may have provided them with more depth 
during the grueling 3yr classics. 

 
2. An objective analysis of the Kentucky Derby day charts reveal that the 2000 Derby was not as good 

as it looked on paper.  Even the Beyer figure was disappointing despite an apparently strong final 
time.  A comparison of other races run on May 6 at Churchill will conclude that the track was very 
fast and the final times not indicative of actual ability. Fusaichi had an eventful trip that day and dis-
played agility while weaving through traffic, but the video replay gave me the impression of a horse 
with some good fortune too, as openings continually materialized and he seem to have fate in his cor-
ner.  Take nothing away from his desire and willingness though, this horse has it.    

 
3. The Derby fractions were very rapid for a mile and a quarter race (22-change, 45-change for the ¼ 

and ½ mile) and the top three finishers at the wire were way back in the pack in the early going.  My 
first thought after studying the chart was the More Than Ready had actually run the most impressive 
race of the 17 losing runners – he was close to the blistering pace throughout and finished a decent 
fourth while all out to hold the fourth spot.  The other horses involved in the suicidal early fractions 
were spent and finished far back at the end.   

 
4. At 1/5 odds, Fusaichi Pegasus was a poor investment under any circumstances.  It was obvious that 

horse was very talented and well meant by his outstanding connections.  It would have been great to 
have a Triple Crown story this year – we all know the sport needs a champion like this.   But those are 
not valid reasons to wager any money to win at such a short price.  When the public is betting on the 
basis of their heart, and not their head – it is time to look around for a value play which will almost 
materialize when the favorite is less than even money.   Years and years of studying probabilities and 
win percentages has convinced me that the number of thoroughbreds with a 50% or more chance of 
winning their race is extremely small.  Even when they do turn up, the bettor must receive a minimum 
of 1/1 odds just to break even in the long run on such animals; yet most of these obvious stick outs 
end up far less than that on the tote board.  I estimated Fusaichi Pegasus chances of winning the Ky 
Derby at about 35%, so the 2/1 price there was almost fair.  At the Preakness – his probability of win-
ning was about 45% in my estimation; and Red Bullet about 22% (fair odds 4/1). 

Moral of the story: wager for profit, not for glory. 
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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
YouBet – Can they Survive?  

 
It's a shame that YouBet, the pioneer of on-line wagering for horse racing may soon be out of business 
according to reports now circulating.  Like many of you, I relished the chance to subscribe to a service 
that featured on-line wagering from the home computer.  In the beginning it looked very promising for the 
players: free software, no fees, on-line tote with live video, and best of all was the point-and-click wager-
ing of all types with an updated bankroll after every transaction.  Just what the doctor ordered for a home-
bound horseplayer like me.  Unfortunately the early selection of tracks to play was limited and none of 
the major circuits were involved.  Racing management effectively stifled the success of YouBet by re-
stricting the access of their mutuel pools and simulcast signals.  They wanted exclusive agreements and 
absolute control over the enterprise of wagering and broadcast, and unreasonable handle guarantees.    
 
Another problem for YouBet has been legal entanglements.  They have been forced to restrict and shut 
down access to wagering in many States due to the unresolved issues of interstate gambling, telephone 
accounts and Internet casinos.  YouBet is technically not an Internet service – they are considered ‘closed 
loop system’ similar to a BBS.     
 
It is fascinating to me that an industry (thoroughbred horse racing) that is so protective of it’s broadcast 
rights cannot even get modest Nielson ratings when televising the Triple Crown or Breeders Cup.   They 
ought to be giving away their signal to anyone who will show it!   And a chance to lure thousands of 
home computer users to bet into their pools via YouBet would seem irresistible.  But the horse racing in-
dustry often operates with a cynical philosophy when it comes to fans: the worse we treat them the more 
they like it – or - let’s have a horse race and they will come.  But the new people are not coming, and they 
are not watching from home in significant numbers.  The NTRA is a failure because they are trying to 
attract permanent fan interest with cute slogans and advertising.  A fresh, interactive approach to the game 
such as the YouBet might have been attractive to new fans if they had been allowed to operate with full 
support from the major tracks.  If YouBet folds, it will be a setback for racing fans and for the growth of 
the thoroughbred product. 
 
Wait, you say, mutuel handles (and purses) are up with the advent of busy simulcasting – doesn’t that 
mean more fan interest in racing?  Those high handle numbers might be a bit deceptive.  Multiple track 
wagering and a massive menu of exotic wagers, creates more churn of the same money being wagered 
over and over.  Here is an example --- 
 

Assume a $50/race player with a bankroll of $500.  If she goes to the races to play a single track, she will 
wager $500 total for the day on a 10 race card.  But if given the opportunity to bet 10 tracks on the same 
day this bettor may wager $500 in one hour (10 races at different tracks).  Assuming she cashed some of 
those bets and is winning or breaking even, she will continue to put her bankroll through the windows at 
$50/race.  At the end of the day this original $500 bankroll could have contributed as much as $5000 to the 
pools (100 races) if the player was cashing and re-betting constantly – as most people do. 

 
The economy has been good for awhile and the quantity of regular players is stabilized.  The hard core 
horse bettors aren’t going anywhere, so the short-term outlook for the sport is that things will remain 
static for awhile.  This may be good news to some industry folks, but innovative companies such as 
YouBet will not be investing their resources in thoroughbred racing if they face impossible odds of 
reaching all potential customers.  That is bad news for eager consumers like us. 
 
More on the Triple Crown 
 
Red Bullet has been pulled from the Belmont Stakes.  Not a bad strategy – the Belmont is often a knock-out punch 
for many three year olds.  The connections may have their sights set on the Travers at Saratoga and perhaps the 
Breeders Cup Classic.   Keeping Red Bullet fresh for the fall campaign will also give him a better chance at horse of 
the year if Fusaichi Pegasus is worn out and needs rest by then.  There aren’t any standouts in the older male divi-
sion at the moment and 3yr olds have run very well in the Breeders Cup Classic over the years.  
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News for HTR Users 
2000 Seminar Handouts and Materials  

 
Everyone is still welcome to attend any single event or all of our free HTR/Stardust seminar-2000 from 
June 16 – 18 at the Stardust Hotel in Las Vegas.  The Friday night session is an exclusive for HTR mem-
bers.  You are welcome to show up at the last minute, but try to let me know ahead of time so we can pre-
pare enough handouts for everyone.    
 
For those not attending the seminar, we will do our best to make all the printed materials available to you 
as soon as possible after the trip.  The best approach will be to post them on our free web site for 
download.  I will also summarize the seminar in the July newsletter and have announcements about where 
to obtain the printed handouts at that time.  If there is cost involved, we may ask a small fee.  We will not 
be video taping or audio recording any of the presentations.   
 
I am also working on a new software project titled HTR Impact.  The details of this new approach to 
velocity handicapping will be discussed in my Friday night presentation at the seminar.  Complete infor-
mation will be available shortly thereafter to all subscribers that cannot make it to Las Vegas for the 
meeting.  The program file will be uploaded to our web site as soon as possible. 
 

HTR Software Program Update 
 
A useful update to the HTR software program (HTR.EXE) should be available by June 15 (will be posted 
for download before the seminar).  An immediate announcement on the availability of this upgrade will 
be made by email, or web site announcements.  Please check the software download area on our free web 
site at  www.homebased2.com/km  and download the HTR.EXE if the date is listed as “June xx, 2000”.   
 
The primary new feature is the new Alerts/Longshots menu item.  This will be menu option #3 and re-
places the Stardust Ratings printout.  The actual Stardust software was completely updated for the hotel 
for the year 2000.  It is a separate print-only application designed for the Stardust race book.  But if you 
would like a copy, drop me an email.   
 
The Alerts/Longshots report combines several popular features and adds a number of requested items 
from users.   The entire output for a single date, all tracks, can be printed with one click of the mouse.  If 
you prefer to print one track at a time - that can be done also – from the single race screen.   The printout 
will be a list of horses that need special scrutiny such as “big class drop”, “positive jock switch”, “first 
try at a route”, “first time on grass/sire = xx%”, “trainer is ice cold (0-23)”, “paceline selected is 
poor” etc.   I get many requests from HTR members to add these alert flags to the various screens in the 
software.  To do that, I will usually attach some type of symbol (* or ^ for example) next to one of the 
data items.  With this new Alerts report, a complete list of all flagged horses will appear and it can be read 
in tandem with any of the other HTR options to identify important information. 
 
I have also updated the popular Longshot report (previously LONGSHOT.EXE) and included it with the 
same list of horses that have Alerts.  Entrants that are 5/1 MLO or more and display one of the positive 
characteristics of a potential price play (such as Ev rank = 1) will be instantly identified here.   
 
And oh, what about those high-percentage ML favorites we talked about last month (May 2000) in this 
newsletter?   They will be listed as well on the same report as  “standout favorite” to help you find logi-
cal singles in the pick-x wagers.   
 
The updated HTR will become part of the new demo (HTR_DEMO.EXE) as well.  If you buy a new 
computer – be sure to download the demo before doing anything else.  The auto-demo installation will 
setup your HTR folder and copy the correct utility files needed to run HTR immediately. 
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Systems and Angles 
Advanced Handicapping 

Very Significant Trip Note -- dueled 
 

The Equibase/DRF chart callers (trackman) are doing an excellent job of attaching the “dueled” comment 
to a horse’s chart note when they are involved in head to head battles.  The chart comments are also 
known as trouble notes or trip notes and are later edited and placed in the past-performance lines when a 
horse is entered again to race.  You can find them in HTR’s PRAT program or the HTRPTF (print-to-file) 
version of the software.  The dueled comment - in various forms - is extremely significant and not fully 
understood by most handicappers.  First let’s be clear on what the term means in relation to a horse’s trip.      
 
Duel or dueled = battling head to head in close proximity with one or more other horses – usually this is 
an early speed issue, but could come later in a race as well (stretch duel).     
 
Below is an edited reproduction from HTR of race three on May 27 at Hollywood Park followed by a 
glossary of the various “duel” situations.  Many of the entrants in this race have the dueled comment in 
their trip note.  Please peruse the next two pages to become familiar with the variety of this important no-
tation.  Notice that I have highlighted with bold the horses and their dueled comments.  With so many front 
running horses exhibiting the duel comments in this race, how did it look in HTR, and who won?  See  page 10. 
 
05-27-2000   HOL  Race 03   6.0F Dirt   3uF M32 $19000   Par: 094   PL: 5     
 
[1]   True Bettor--4y                   3/1      E    02-0-0-1  $2400              Cedeno O (16%) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#15Apr00 2-SA  6.0D ft 094 M32 101-095 FA  03  0.0  0.0  2.5 15.0  7   Inside,dueled,gave way   
 05Mar99 3-SA  5.5D ft 092 M32 104-096 FF  11  1.0  0.1  0.0  4.0  3   Steadied start           
 
 
[2]   Flaming Cloud--3y                 6/1      S    03-0-0-0  $000               Baze Tyl (20%)  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#13Aug99 2-DMR 5.5D ft 092 M50 098-095 FF  05  1.0  3.0  9.5 16.8  6   Stlkd 2w, stopped       06  
 02Aug99 6-DMR 5.5D ft 094 MDN 109-104 FF  06  8.8 13.3 20.5 21.3  8   Wide turn,no threat     09  
 10Jul99 6-HOL 5.0D ft 094 MDN 098-098 FF  09  5.3  7.8  9.0  8.8  7   4 wide into stretch     10  
 
 
[3] Out 
 
 
[4]   Rubiana Ballerina--4y             5/2      F    05-0-0-3  $11835             Pedroza  (14%)  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#11May00 8-HOL 6.0D ft 095 M40 097-097 AA  08  0.1  2.0  3.0  7.0  3  Speed,dueled,held 3rd   08  
 03Feb00 1-BM  6.0D sy 096 MDN 100-097 FA  04  0.0  0.1  1.0  4.8  5  Dueled 2w, wknd         06  
 09Jan00 4-GG  6.0D ft 096 MDN 104-099 FF  09  0.0  0.0  0.0  5.5  3  Quick, tired 1/8p       09  
 20Dec99 6-GG  6.0D ft 095 MDN 104-100 FF  02  0.0  0.1  9.5 22.3  8  Dueled rail, stppd      08  
 14Nov98 2-BM  6.0D ft 091 MDN 094-091 AA  03  0.0  0.0  0.1  1.5  3  Rushed, gave way rail   07  
 
 
[5]   Exotic Shades--3y                 5/1      P    03-0-0-1  $3740              Flores D (17%)  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 12Apr00 8-SA  6.0D ft 092 M32 102-091 FA  03  9.0 13.0  8.3  8.8  5  Climbing, no factor     09  
#31Mar00 2-SA  6.5D ft 094 M50 108-096 FA  06  1.5  3.0  4.0  4.3  5  Drifted out near 1/8    07  
 10Mar00 6-SA  5.5D gd 093 M40 102-092 FA  01  0.5  5.0  5.0  6.5  3  Lost whip 3/16,held 3d  09  
 
 
[6]   Place of Happiness--3y            12/1     E    04-0-0-0  $1620              Baird Ed (05%)  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#16Apr00 2-SA  6.0D ft 094 M40 095-099 AF  01  0.5  2.0  7.0 16.8  Dueled, weakened        08  
 28Jul99 4-DMR 5.5D ft 090 M32 094-094 FF  09  0.0  0.2  2.0  6.5  Dueled 3-deep,wkened    09  
 24Jun99 1-HOL 5.0D ft 090 M50 091-094 AF  07  3.3  5.5  5.3 10.3  wide to turn          07  
 11Jun99 8-HOL 5.0D ft 089 M40 088-091 AF  01  0.0  0.0  0.5  3.5  Inside,weakened late    11  
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The Important dueled Comment ……continued 
 
[7]   Maggie's Melody--3y               20/1     S    02-0-0-0  $000               Solis Al (18%)  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#11May00 8-HOL 6.0D ft 095 M40 097-097 AA  03  5.3 12.0 12.5 14.5  7   Sent btwn,no response   08  
 24Mar99 1-SA  2.0D ft 091 MDN             03            4.8  7.0  9   Steadied early          10  
 
 
[8]   Princess Hi Brite--3y             7/2      F    04-0-0-1  $2720              Nakatani (21%)  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#28Apr00 9-HOL 6.0D ft 093 M32 092-092 AA  07  0.0  0.1  1.0  3.5  3 Speed,dueled,held 3rd   10  
 29Mar00 8-SA  6.0D ft 092 M32 096-094 FA  07  0.0  1.5  4.5 11.3  5 Dueled,stalked,wkened   12  
 24Feb00 8-SA  6.0D my 091 M32 101-090 FA  03  0.0  0.0  1.5  8.5  9 Speed,dueled,wkened     09  
 10Feb00 8-SA  6.0D wf 092 M32 101-096 FF  11  1.8  6.5 12.0 17.5  8 Wide early,gave way     11  
 
 
 
  The Various “dueled” Comments Described w/Analysis. 
 

Keep in mind that the dueled notation always refers to horses fighting for the lead in the race – so we 
are talking about front runners or horses displaying early speed here. 
 

Dueled inside or between: The horse was racing head and head while to the inside of one or more 
rivals – probably on the rail.  A tough predicament to be in as the jockey must maintain the rail posi-
tion at all cost to avoid being passed or pinched back.  Forces reserve energy to be used early and of-
ten.  If this inside-runner is able to put away his dueling rival(s) and carry on the race for awhile, it is 
most impressive.  If the horse repels several of these attacks while dueling throughout the race (on the 
lead) and holds on to win, then it is an outstanding performance.  Stuck between horses is similar and 
even dangerous.  The jockey will usually ask for maximum speed to hold position.      
 

Dueled 2w or 2wide: The horse was involved in a speed duel while outside of one rival.  This is a  
comment that tells us the duel involved just two horses.  The 2-wide outside position is favorable to 
racing on the rail as the jockey has more freedom to take back and is pulled by inertia into the turn.  
Still impressive if the runner puts away the inside rival after fast fractions and goes on to run a good 
race 
 
Dueled 3w or 3wide or outside: Similar to above but the horse was on the outside of a three-horse 
tussle for the front.  In this case, the 3-wide runner may lose some ground into the turn, but it is still in 
the most favorable position of the three dueling rivals.  If the comment states “dueled outside” then it 
could mean the horse was on the outside of a 2,3,4 or more duel. We have no way of knowing without 
the video.   
 
Dueled, stopped or weakened: The horse raced for the lead with one or more foes, then quit sud-
denly without a fight and dropped out of the race.  The duel may have been brief or for several fur-
longs, the past-performance line needs to be checked.  This is a negative comment in many cases be-
cause the animal may be faint of heart.  But this type of runner will often go off at enormous odds in 
the next start, and if given a lone front running trip without pressure, could go all the way at boxcars.  
This happens all the time in cheap claiming races or maiden claimers.  First-time-lasix is a big plus 
with this type of profile as well.   
 
Dueled, held: This appears to be the opposite of the above comment.  The problem with this one is 
that it is a bit vague - we don’t know quite where the horse was racing (inside or outside).  Often the 
horse’s post-position from that race is a good clue to where it was running on the track though.  If the 
duel was realistic (check the fractions) and the horse shook off the pressure and went on to win or run 
well, then it may be an impressive performance.  The ability to fight off opponents while showing 
early speed into the teeth of fast early splits, is the surest sign of thoroughbred class.   
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More on Dueling 
 

Many horseplayers, even experienced velocity practitioners, rarely consider or don’t seem to understand 
the significance of speed duels in assessing performance.  Let’s use a hypothetical match-up to illustrate a 
concept.  Assume two horses running on the same day at the same track under similar track conditions 
going 6f.  Further assume that these were maiden races and both horses were making their first lifetime 
start. --- 
 

Horse A: wire to wire in  22.0  45.0  110.0    Cleared, easily, in hand 
Horse B: wire to wire in  21.8  44.7  110.6    Dueled throughout, very game. 
 
Three weeks later they face each other in a Nw1 Allowance race.  Who would you select?  The 
(final time) speed figures will show that Horse A is the superior of the two by many points.  Also 
A’s trip note is “easily”, meaning that he could have gone faster?  Almost certainly A would be 
favored over B, perhaps heavily.  Velocity and pace programs might reveal a different picture.  
Here are the raw feet-per-second numbers for the respective races and the translated PRAT(3) 
performance numbers for the three calls.  Handicap this race in your mind using all the informa-
tion on this page and then read my analysis that follows. 
 
Speed figures (estimated Beyer type) 
 
Horse A    96 Cleared, easily, in hand 
Horse B    89 Dueled throughout, very game 
 
Velocity feet-per-second (raw) 
 

Horse A:  60.00  57.39  52.80     AP = 56.87;  EP = 58.70 
Horse B:  60.55  57.64  50.97  AP = 56.38;  EP = 59.10 
 
PRAT(3) Velocity Figures (estimated) 
 
Horse A  125  115  090   Total = 330 
Horse B  130  120  070   Total = 320 
 
MLO (assume an average field of 8 horses of lesser ability than A and B) 
 
Horse A   2/1 
Horse B   9/2 
 
Typical betting scenario -- 
 
By post time Horse A is sweetly fancied by sheet players, speed figure mavens and chalk 
plungers that like the ease of manner in which he broke his maiden in fast time and has a con-
siderable edge with his final number.  Horse A is now 6/5 on the board and dropping.  He is hot 
on the tote and looks to be a wise-guy play (the boys upstairs know everything).  Sharpies are 
getting up from their seats to get more down on him and $2 bettors are using the horse as a 
single in the pick3 and pick6 wagers.  What’s not to like?   
 
Horse B gets some enthusiasm early from the pace and velocity players, but drifts to 5/1 by post 
time.  Steady action though, and there are more than a few cynics that would like to see the fa-
vorite lose to this superior speed merchant.  The informed high-tech bettors and those with 
handicapping software are using both horses and hoping for a win by B to enhance their exotic 
wagers.  Horse B is a far better win price than A, but is he high enough odds for a big straight 
wager?  How much value is there with B at 5/1 odds? 
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More on Dueling 
 

Unless Horse A is a top class animal, he will likely lose to Horse B more often than not.  To explain this 
assessment let’s look at the dynamics of a speed duel. 
 
When a good runner is allowed an uncontested lead, and cruises wire to wire in apparent fast time, he has 
been permitted the luxury of expending his energy in gradual and fairly equivalent measures.  To illus-
trate, let’s look at horse A during his second fraction (turn time) which was run in 23 seconds.  Good 
thoroughbreds are not de-accelerating too much before the half mile call so A probably ran fairly equal ½ 
furlongs during that second fraction of about 5.75 seconds each.  He was never pressured or forced to ex-
pend extra energy to maintain his leading position.  That left plenty of reserve energy in the tank for a fast 
final quarter mile and thus an overall good final time.    
 
Horse B was dueling throughout in his fictional win.  The pressure to maintain front position is severe 
and occurs in irregular intervals.  If the leader withstood multiple attacks on his lead position, then the 
fractional times tell us little about his grit.  During the speed duel the interior ½ furlong fractions may 
vary by as much as a full second.  Horse B may have actually run intervals of: 5.95, 5.25, 5.95, 5.75 (total 
is 22.9 seconds) to maintain his position.  The 5.25 interval is crushing knock-out punch for a weak thor-
oughbred.  During the duel, an opposing jockey may ask his runner for some intense speed and try and 
shake loose and put away a foe – if the other horse fights back for ½ furlong or more, the quick accelera-
tion for 110 yards may be self-destructive.  This is the essence of the suicidal speed duel. 
 
Speed duels often inflict immediate physical deterioration if a severe rapid interval is forced during the 
early fractions.  The horse will quit on the spot in exhaustion.  To survive such as hit, the horse must be in 
top shape, extremely tough mentally and have natural reserves of energy available to continue despite the 
pressure.  High impact runners like this can be found at all class levels – they don’t mind a good fight in 
the middle of the race.  The motto for these horses might be as track star Steve Prefontaine once said: 
“there may be others who are more talented and can beat me, but they will have to bleed to do it”.  
 
I can’t prove this next statement statistically, but my experienced observation is: almost every 
healthy thoroughbred that is fast enough to gain the lead at the first call in a race - regardless of 
how badly it finished – will eventually find a field it can beat.  Raw early speed is a significant 
advantage in American dirt racing.  A drop in class is often all that is needed for a fast front run-
ner to get a clear lead.  Without pressure, cheap speed can turn into a monster performance - 
often at high odds.  This is why Fr1 (Ev) is such a powerful indicator for longshots. 
 
Getting back to our fictional A and B race --- 
If B is allowed the lead on his own, he will be especially tough to beat.  Low pressure fractions will leave 
him with substantial energy for the late run and he will repel all attacks easily.  If A decides to engage B 
for the lead, it may be a shock for Horse A to battle ceaselessly for the front against a tiger like Horse B.  
If A is talented he may succeed in putting away B after a wicked blitz, but that probably will kill off both 
of them.  If Horse A is not definitively more talented than B, then a speed duel will break his heart, and B 
can go on to win.  This looks like a tough spot for the favorite.  Horse A must be ready for a fight or have 
overwhelming talent to succeed if B repeats his last race.  This is an ideal situation to toss the heavy fa-
vorite and try to make some money in the exotics.   
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When Dueled  Mean Winner 
 

I didn’t try to run statistics on duel through my database.  I guess it could be done by searching every 
comment line from the latest start for various phrases with the word duel, but that would seem like a 
reach.  We have done detailed studies on early speed in this newsletter that prove the reality about frac-
tional ratings over final time ratings for making money.  The trip note dueled can be thought of as a bonus 
to contending early speed.  Just noticing the existence of the speed duel from a selected paceline is suffi-
cient.  The following circumstances are particularly beneficial – 
 
• The dueler is now entered into a race where he is likely to gain a clear early lead (lone front runner).  

The lack of pressure on a hard-knocker will enable an easy wire to wire performance.  Be sure the 
HTR ratings of Ev and EP are ranked 1 before making such a conclusion.  The combination of #1 Ev 
(fraction 1 velocity) and EP (second call velocity) is deadly if the horse’s selected paceline also in-
cludes the dueled comment.  Upgrade any runner with such as a notation.     

 
• The horse is moving from the inside to the outside.  The ability to race on the outside of the other 

early speed is a nice advantage and allows the jockey to take back and rate if necessary.  Many thor-
oughbreds seem to dislike running in tight quarters down inside and it is certainly more dangerous for 
the rider. 

 
• A winning horse-to-watch situation occurs when there is an inside bias at the track.  Horses that 

dueled or showed strong early speed while racing on the unfavorable rail are far better than looked if 
they hung in there for any time at all. 

 
• Was able to gain the lead at the second call or stretch call, despite losing at the finish.  A certain sign 

of positive performance is when a horse is able to make the lead during or after a speed duel at the 
second call or further.  It is very tough for a horse to hold the front until the stretch call (eighth pole) 
after a nasty early fight.  

 
• When more than one contender has shown early speed and dueled recently, the horse with the better 

late speed is preferred.  This is the situation with the May 27th example race from Hollywood (see 
next two pages).  If a contested speed duel is likely to take place between the main contenders, the 
one with the superior late velocity will have an advantage.  Trying to locate the speed of the speed in 
this circumstance can be futile.  The trainers and jockeys are well aware of an impending charge to 
the front and strategy decisions unknown to the bettors can undermine intricate fractional analysis if 
the jock is instructed to take back and stay out of a duel.   

 
• One school of thought holds that involvement in a speed duel in the first outing after a long layoff 

will result in a “bounce” if the horse is brought back to race within 30 days.  The theory is that the 
animal will be sore and tired after such a difficult fight.  Makes sense on the face of it, but statistical 
studies have not proven the reality of the “bounce” in thoroughbred racing under expected circum-
stances.  William Quirin was the first to study speed duels in large samples and he was surprised to 
learn that early battles do not portend defeat in the either the contested race or when the horses return 
to race again.     
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Examle Race HTR velocity screen (1) rankings for race 3 on May 27- HOL.   
 
Look back at page 5 herein for the past-performances on these maiden fillies.  Most of the contenders had 
shown early speed and the dueled comment – they are marked with bold below.  The actual Equibase 
chart of the race is next.  The same horses have bold highlight.  You can print and edit these reports from 
HTR by using the HTRPTF (print-to-file) version available for download from our free web site.  
 
 
05-27-2000   HOL  Race 03   6.0F Dirt    3uF M32 $19000   Par: 094   PL: 5     
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Fin: 4-8-2    Win: 5.40    Exa: 9.10    Tri: 77.30    Scr: none 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Pn  HORSE    MLO  RS  FR1    FR2    FR3     A/P    E/P    S/P    F/X    L/P     
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1   True B   3/1   E 60.09  57.21  44.65   53.96  58.62  51.63  52.37  50.93    
6   Place   12/1   E 59.71  54.96  47.69   54.06  57.24  52.47  53.70  51.33    
5   Exotic   5/1   P 59.67  57.80  48.82   55.42  58.72  53.77  54.24  53.31    
2  sFlami    6/1   S 59.17  55.78  44.38   53.08  57.43  50.91  51.78  50.08    
4  wRubia    5/2   F 59.04  56.27  50.29   55.18  57.63  53.96  54.66  53.28    
8  pPrinc    7/2  *F 58.71  55.95  50.53   55.04  57.30  53.92  54.62  53.24    
7   Maggie  20/1   S 56.74  54.22  51.26   54.06  55.46  53.36  54.00  52.74    
 
 
 

 
Pn  HORSE    MLO  RS Fr-1 2 3    A/P E/P S/P F/X L/P    SCORE     BL-1  BL-2   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5   Exotic   5/1   P    3 1 4     1   1   3   3   1       33       0.5   0.0    
4  wRubian   5/2   F    5 3 3     2   3   1   1   2       32       1.3   3.3    
8  pPrince   7/2  *F    6 4 2     3   5   2   2   3       19       1.7   4.3    
7   Maggie  20/1   S    7 7 1     4   7   4   4   4       08       4.1   9.9    
1   True B   3/1   E    1 2 6     6   2   6   6   6       06       0.0   0.3    
6   Place   12/1   E    2 6 5     5   6   5   5   5       03       0.5   4.5    
2  sFlamin   6/1   S    4 5 7     7   4   7   7   7       02       1.1   3.9    
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HOL  5/27/00   Race 3   6f dirt for 3 YO & Up  Fillies & Mares 
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
  4 Rubiana Ballerina   4  2  2-1     2-0.1             1-0     1-0        1.7 
  8 Princess Hi Brite   8  1  1-0     1-0               2-0.1   2-4        2.6 
  2 Flaming Cloud       2  6  3-2.5   3-3               3-2.5   3-4.5     19.9 
  6 Place of Happiness  6  7  8-10.75 7-10.25           5-7.5   4-6.5     17.5 
  7 Maggie's Melody     7  3  5-2.75  4-5               4-4     5-6.5     29.4 
  3 Maui's Magic        3  5  7-9.75  8-11.25           8-12.5  6-10.5    17.5 
  5 Exotic Shades       5  4  4-2.5   6-6.75            6-9     7-11.5     5.8 
  1 True Bettor         1  8  6-3.75  5-5.25            7-10    8-18.5     3.7 
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
                                                                                
 1st - Rubiana Ballerina ridden by M Pedroza trained by W Morey, Jr. 
            angled in, stalked pace, bid inside, led near 1/8, driving 
 2nd - Princess Hi Brite ridden by C Nakatani trained by M Han 
            good early speed, off rail, dueled, 2 wide, just held 2nd 
 3rd - Flaming Cloud ridden by T Baze trained by L Duncan 
            saved ground, chased, no rally, missed second 
 4th - Place of Happiness ridden by E Baird trained by W Ward 
            broke in air, angled in, saved ground, improved position 
 5th - Maggie's Melody ridden by A Solis trained by L Howard 
            close up, 4 wide, angled in turn, dropped back, weakened 
 6th - Maui's Magic ridden by D Sorenson trained by J Van Berg 
            void early speed, 2 wide, no rally, no threat 
 7th - Exotic Shades ridden by D Flores trained by J Fanning 
            close up, 3 wide, dropped back turn, weakened 
 8th - True Bettor ridden by O Cedeno trained by C Sise, Jr. 
            steadied, awkward start, inside move,split foes 3-1/2,gave way 
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 Late News and Contact Information 
 

See you in Las Vegas at the Stardust!! 
 
 

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-220-1230 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of the newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter:  $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software  FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

 
 
KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 


